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Daniela Toralla, jazz voice

Night and Day, Gay Divorce (1932) ................... Cole Porter (1891–1964)


Laverne Walk (1979) ................................. Oscar Pettiford (1922–1960)

La Magia (2024) ....................................... Daniela Toralla (b. 1996)

The Man I Love, Strike Up the Band (1927) ...................... George Gershwin (1898–1937)

Butterfly (1974) ........................................... Herbie Hancock/Bernie Maupin (b. 1940)/(b. 1940)

*Para Volar (2016) ........................................ Camila Meza (b. 1985)

Personnel
Tomás Jonsson, piano • Wes Case, guitar • Luciano Quezada, bass
Mildred Pérez, bass • Noah Leiva, cello • Michael Rodenkirch, drumset

Vocalists*
Lily Alter, Georgia Barge, Luke Bielfeldt, Julie Coggiola,
Jasper Fearon, Reagan Garza, Hannah Goodwin, Parker Haley,
Margaret Nicholson, Katelyn Robinson, Elijah Thiessen, Fusen Zhang
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